We argue that complex systems science and the rules of quantum physics are intricately related. We discuss a range of quantum phenomena, such as cryptography, computation and quantum phases, and the rules responsible for their complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In complex systems it is often the sheer number of components which is considered to be responsible for the emergence of "complexity". However, there is another perspective to how complexity can arise. When the underlying rules of the game change, new structures and phenomena can arise. This is the situation encountered in quantum physics, where quantum objects obey a logic very different from our intuition stemming from the classical world. Quantum laws such as superposition, entanglement and Heisenberg's uncertainty principle imply configurations and relationships that go well beyond what is usually called complexity. And they do so already with two constituent parts.
The aim of this paper is to inform researchers in complex systems about the intimate relation between quantum information and complexity science. It is not intended as a comprehensive review. Rather its aim is to communicate the aspects of the research on quantum systems produced over the last two decades which is relevant to complex systems science. We give a selective account of a multitude of situations where quantum many-body systems acquire a higher "complexity" than classical systems. We then draw the connection between the two fields by focusing on the importance of correlations for both quantum information and complex systems science. While in complex systems it is intricate (classical) correlations between individual members that are responsible for coherent phenomena such as structure formation and concerted behaviour, quantum complexity relies on quantum correlations that arise as a result of quantum rules.
The paper is structured as follows. We will first give a brief overview over the relevant quantum phenomena of superposition and entanglement. We will then present a selection of phenomena showing overwhelming evidence that quantum mechanical correlations are responsible for new, classically unseen phenomena such as unbreakably secure communication, quantum phases, and enhanced computational complexity. We then present two examples that illustrate the relationship between computation, correlation and complexity. The first example shows that structure, i.e. classical correlations, can be generated with fewer computational resources when quantum resources are available. The second example discusses how a limited computer can be enabled to calculate computational task beyond its own capability by accessing quantum correlated resources. Finally we discuss the central role of correlations in both quantum information and complex systems science.
II. LAWS OF QUANTUM PHYSICS

A. Superposition
The superposition principle lies at the heart of quantum mechanics (see for example 1 ).
Formally, it is rooted in the linearity of the Hilbert space. Any quantum state can be represented as a vector in Hilbert space. The superposition principle states that any sum of such vectors is also an admissible quantum state. We use the standard bra, ket notation, where a bra ( v|) is a column vector and a ket (|v ) is a row vector. Hence, v|v denotes the inner product between v and v . In other words, if the kets |ψ i are quantum states then the superposition
is also a quantum state. The c i here are complex coefficients with the normalisation condition i c * i c i = 1. For a two-state system, any such superposed state is called a qubit and its most general form is
where θ and φ are real numbers representing the complex coefficient c. It is important to distinguish between such a coherent superposition and a purely classical probability distribution over states of which a given system really only occupies one and we just don't know which. Such a classical probability distribution of quantum states |ψ i is formalised by a density operator ρ whose form is independent of the basis of representation
with p i ≥ 0 and i p i = 1. A so-called pure state is a trivial mixture of only one quantum state ρ = |ψ ψ|. The von Neumann entropy of a density operator is defined as
where tr is the trace of the matrix. For any pure state S(ρ) = 0.
B. Entanglement
Entanglement is a key feature of quantum mechanics (for a review see 42 
which is a superposition of two two-dimensional quantum states where the subscript denotes the subsystem. 
where p s ij is the probability that both, Alice and Bob, will get the same outcome when they measure i and j, respectively. The probabilities are normalised such that p 
C. Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
Heisenberg stated his uncertainty principle originally as follows: If you make a measurement of an objects's momentum with precision ∆p you cannot at the same time determine its position with a precision more accurately than ∆x = h 4π∆p , where h is Planck's constant.
Consider the well-known double-slit experiment. An electron is emitted by an electron gun and sent through a wall with two parallel slits in it. Behind the wall there is a fluorescing screen which detects the impact of the electron. After many repetitions of this experiment the screen will show an interference pattern of electron impacts. This is just what is predicted by the superposition principle: The electron's path consists of two superposed paths, one which goes through the left and one which goes through the right slit. Now we move the wall with a well-known speed perpendicular to the two slits. The impact of the electron onto either the left slit or the right slit will change the momentum of the wall and hence, without measuring the electron, just by measuring the change in momentum of the wall, we can determine which of the two paths the electron has actually taken. This contradicts the superposition principle of two perfectly simultaneous realisations in one system. However, this contradiction is solved when Heisenberg's uncertainty principle is taken into account.
Since we cannot measure the momentum of the wall with perfect accuracy while also determining its position with the same accuracy we cannot know exactly where the two slits are. This is enough to smear out the interference pattern of the electrons. Hence, it is a general rule of quantum mechanics that one cannot design equipment that determines which of two alternatives in a superposition is realised without, at the same time, destroying the superposition 2 .
III. QUANTUM COMPLEXITY
Given the rules of quantum physics we may expect new kinds of complexity at the atomic level. Here we will give an overview of a range of phenomena where quantum resources lead to the emergence of a higher complexity.
A. Quantum cryptography
Cryptography is the science of encoding and transmitting a secret message in such a way that it is very hard for an eavesdropper to break the code and learn the message. This problem can be reduced to transmitting a secret key, such as a sequence of random binary numbers with which a binary message is encrypted by adding the two, e.g. random key = 0011001, message to be encoded = 1110000 and cipher = 1101001. The randomness of the key then guarantees the security of the encoded message. However, this still means that a secret key has to be shared in the first place between two communicating parties, traditionally called Alice and Bob. Today many cryptographic techniques that achieve this, so called key distribution schemes, rely on mathematical functions that behave like a trapdoor: it is easy to get in, but hard to get out. An example is the public key RSA scheme that relies on the difficulty of factoring. Here the easy direction of the trap door is the simplicity of multiplying two (rather large) prime numbers. The difficulty lies in the reverse direction -finding the two unknown prime factors of a large number. In fact there is no known classical algorithm that can factor in any reasonable time (polynomial time), and the factoring problem lies in a computational complexity class (NP) that is conjectured to contain problems that require exponential time to solve 9,10 . However, the bottom line is that the security of RSA, and all classical algorithms that use mathematical trap door functions, relies solely on the assumption that reversing the trap door is computationally hard, i.e. it takes exponentially long to solve. This is why the excitement was big when in 1984 Brassard, a computer scientist, and
Bennett, a physicist, realised that quantum physics allows the sharing of a provably secure key 11 . They developed the first quantum key distribution scheme, the BB84 protocol, in which the sender, Alice, prepares her key in a qubit. For this she chooses one of two bases at random, the computational basis {|0 , |1 } or the superposed
}. She then sends the qubit to her communication partner, Bob, who will measure in the same two bases, also at random. In the classical world an intercepting eavesdropper wanting to learn the key would take a copy of the transmitted information and then attempt to decrypt the message. Copying an unknown qubit, however, is not permitted. This is known as the no-cloning principle, a theorem that results from Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. So an eavesdropper is faced with the task of intercepting the actual message carrier, attempt to decrypt it, and pass the resulting qubit -or a totally new qubit -on to Bob. To successfully decrypt the eavesdropper has to guess in which basis, the computational or the superposition basis, Alice used to encode the qubit in. This has two effects. Firstly a measurement in the "correct" basis will reveal perfectly which state was encoded, while measuring in the "wrong basis" results in no information for the eavesdropper. This is because the x-basis corresponds to equal probabilites to find |0 or |1 , and vice versa. The second effect is that when the eavesdropper measures in the "wrong" basis the state changes.
This is another consequence of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and it is this second feature which makes BB84 unbreakably secure. More precisely, the communicating parties are able to monitor how much an eavesdropper could have learnt by sifting for only those bits where they happened to use the same basis. They can then identify if and how much the information sent was tinkered with. This knowledge allows Alice and Bob to ensure that the amount of leaked information to the eavesdropper about their key is arbitrarily small (through a classical scheme, called privacy amplification). To summarise, BB84 achieves a feat no classical cryptographic scheme can dream of -a provably secure key distribution protocol. This security relies solely on the laws of quantum physics, in particular, the superposition principle and Heisenberg's uncertainty principle ? .
B. Quantum computing
It was a quirk of (quantum) It is clear that (still theoretical) quantum computers allow an exponential speed up over (known) classical algorithms of solving certain computational problems. The reason for this increase in computational complexity can be traced to quantum rules, such as superposition and especially entanglement, in different computational models. However, it remains unresolved whether the exponential speed up is a truly quantum feature in the sense that there exists no classical algorithm that could achieve a solution exponentially quickly 10 .
In contrast, we will present a computational situation in subsection IV B where quantum devices lead to not just a speed up but a provable increase of the actual ability to compute a certain task. N quantum particles, i.e. Rubidium atoms, are then loaded into the lattice and allowed to hop between neighbouring sites with a probability proportional to J. An important quantum characteristic is here that the atoms are Bosons, that is, they follow Bose-Einstein statistics instead of classical Boltzmannian statistics. Again this is a consequence of the noncommutativity of quantum mechanics and thus related to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle.
C. Quantum phases
In the limit of weak interaction U >> J, the trapped atomic gas is in the Mott insulator phase, with its quantum state being given by
Here |0 is the vacuum state of the lattice on which n = N/M creation operators, (a † j ) n are applied, each filling a Boson in the individual lattice site, j. Since the atoms are pin-pointed to their lattice sites and do not move, they can not help a current to flow, and the material is an insulator. However, when the trapping potential is reduced and crosses a critical value, a new phase is formed. For J >> U the gas of atoms behaves as a superfluid. This is because the atoms are shared coherently, in superposition, across the whole lattice, as expressed in the superfluid state
where each single Boson is coherently spread, in superposition, over the whole lattice, 
D. Quantum effects in biology and thermodynamics
Quantum mechanics is crucial for our understanding of the stability of atoms, the periodic table of chemical elements, and determining how molecules are formed. However, when it comes to macroscopic organisms, such as cats and humans, our reasonable assumption is that all quantum effects vanish at this scale, due to decoherence 26 . Yet exactly where the crossover is where quantum mechanics ceases to be relevant is a topic of intense debate. Excitingly, biological structures, such as the helical structure of DNA, and biological functions such as photosynthesis and the navigation mechanism that allows birds to find their way using the earth magnetic field have all been linked to quantum effects [27] [28] [29] . In photosyn- 
IV. COMPLEXITY AND COMPUTATION
Choosing correlations as the starting point the following two examples illustrate the intricate relationship between complexity and computation. The first example is concerned with the number of bits needed to fully characterise the structure of a given system, i.e. all its correlations. It turns out that this requires fewer qubits than classical bits.
A key question in the field of computational complexity is what tasks a given system can perform. The second example is concerned with a particular computational task and illustrates that quantum correlations are necessary to solve it under certain constraints.
A. Generating correlations more efficiently with quantum resources
A stochastic process is a toy model of a complex system. Being discrete and onedimensional, it is well suited to analyse the formation of structure, a key feature of a complex system. Stochastic processes have been used to study structure formation in for example self-organisation, protein dynamics, neural dynamics [37] [38] [39] ).
For our purposes, a stochastic process is a probability distribution Pr(
infinite sequence of random variables X. A random variable X is a probability distribution Pr(X = x) over an alphabet x ∈ X , the letters in the alphabet are the possible observa-tions. We assume stationarity, i.e. Pr(X 
. The entropy of the probability distribution over these states is a measure of the resources required to generate the stochastic process:
C µ is called the statistical complexity and is measured in bits 33 .
To break the classical limit of C µ , we construct the following quantum finite-state representation. The basis set of the quantum states are constructed from the classical states S i and the letters in the alphabet x. Hence, a measurement of such a state will yield a new state and an output symbol. This way, the original stochastic process is generated through successive measurements 35 :
The resulting mixed state ρ = j Pr(S j )|ψ j ψ j | has an entropy of
C q is measured in qubits. It was shown that C q ≤ C µ , and in most cases C q is strictly less than C µ 35 . In other words, to generate the same amount of correlations requires fewer quantum resources than classical resources. The relevant resources are the classical and quantum states, respectively, which are the equivalent to the number of bits and quantum bits, respectively, which need to be stored by some computational device. If, for example, C µ is just above 2 bits and C q just under 2 qubits it means that the classical implementation requires 3 bits where the quantum implementation only requires 2 qubits, as we will see in the example in Section IV A.
We illustrate this with the following example of a stochastic process. Consider an infinite sequence of concatenated blocks of three symbols where the first two are random and the third symbol is the logical AND of the first two (see Table II ). Later on we will add a stochastic element. The alphabet is X = {0, 1}. There are five equivalence classes for this process, labeled A − E and represented as circles or states in Fig. 1 . The T x ij label the edges between the states (setting p = 1 for now). We can compute the state probabilities from the left eigenvector of the transition matrix x∈X [T Constructing the quantum states using Eq. 10 we obtain the following set of states
Computing the quantum and classical complexity for the process we obtain C µ = 2.19 bits and C q = 2.13 qubits. So, the amount of quantum resources required to simulate this stochastic process is slightly lower than classically. Now, we introduce an element of stochasticity into the logical operation. The probability of computing AND will now be p and the probability of computing NAND will be 1 − p. This is equivalent to a noisy AND gate. The T x ij change accordingly, see Fig. 1 . Two of the quantum states change to the
following states
Computing C µ and C q anew we notice that the C µ is independent of p. In other words, although we are generating a process with fewer correlations we still need the same amount of classical resources (only for p = 1/2 C q = C µ = 0). C q , however, drops steadily as p increases from 0 to 1/2. So, indeed, the fewer correlations we want to generate the fewer resources we require. C µ and C q are plotted in Fig. 2 . The reason that C q changes as a function of p is the ability of quantum states to be in a superposition of varying degree. For increasing p the distinction between states |ψ 3 and |ψ 5 becomes less and less relevant and we can put them closer and closer to each other in Hilbert space. Classically we can't do this. There is no analogue to a quantum superposition in classical physics.
There are processes for which there is no difference in the number of required bits and qubits, C µ = C q . In 35 it was shown that this is the case if and only if the generation using the equivalence classes is reversible in the following sense: Given the current state and observation the previous state is determined 36 . Indeed, if we choose the XOR logical operation (see Table I ) instead of the AND operation we find that C µ = C q for any p and no gain with quantum resources is possible. We will see a similar (ir)reversibility in the next example.
Recently, evidence started emerging that some biological processes contain a quantum component. Most prominent are suggestions that photosynthesis is such an example 40, 41 .
There are still many open questions. The above framework provides tools for analysing classical and a quantum aspects of information processing in a stochastic process from a rather general starting point -a data sequence only. Although the example is constructed from logic gates it illustrates the advantage of quantum over classical resources for a stochastic process. The following will illustrate the other side of the same coin: What role do quantum correlations play for the power of simple classical and quantum logic operations.
B. Raising the computational complexity using quantum correlations
In Section III B we saw that quantum computation promises algorithms that solve a range of problems exponentially faster than known classical algorithms. However, since no proof excludes the possibility of an equally fast classical algorithm the quantum speed up remains a (likely) conjecture ? . In contrast we will now discuss an example where quantum correlations provide truly new computational power, not just a speed up, to solve an otherwise impossible task.
Suppose we are given two classical bits of information, the inputs a, b ∈ {0, 1} and a very limited (and therefore totally old fashioned) pocket calculator. This pocket calculator can only do the following operations: output a constant, output the input, and output the binary sum, the XOR, of two inputs, see Tab. I. Now our task is to calculate the product of the two inputs, a ⊗ b, also known as the AND gate, see Tab. II, with the help of our pocket computer. We notice that binary addition is a balanced or linear Boolean function, which is invertible when one of the inputs is kept as an output. In contrast, the product is an unbalanced, or non-linear, Boolean function and hence not invertible. It is easy to prove that any combination of balanced functions can never result in an unbalanced function. We thus conclude it is impossible for our pocket computer to perform the required multiplication.
From the discussion of quantum cryptography, computation and phases we took the insight that quantum correlations can lead to a substantial qualitative change. Inspired by these examples one may wonder if the impossible task would become feasible by allowing our pocket computer to access correlated sites. To answer this let us consider two sites, as depicted in the left panel in Fig. 3 , that may share correlations between them, either classical or quantum. The type of shared correlations is not specified here as we want to determine what sort of correlations we require to solve the computational task. We use the pocket computer to send inputs to the correlated sites and receive outputs, as depicted in Fig. 3 . For two sites, the best option is to input the two bits we want to multiply, a and b, each to one of the two sites. As a consequence of the sites' previously shared correlations the returned outputs, m 1 and m 2 , may now be correlated too. The possibility that emerges here is that the correlations of the outputs could be such that their binary sum is just the required product of the inputs, m 1 ⊕ m 2 = a ⊗ b. Importantly, this sum is computable with the pocket computer. So all we need is to find the correct correlations between the sites that produce the required correlated outputs. This can be analysed in terms of the average probability of success of this strategy,
where p succ (m 1 ⊕ m 2 = a ⊗ b) is the probability that the outputs m 1 and m 2 add to give the product for a specific pair of inputs a and b. The average success probability can be rearranged 32 to bring it into the form of the CHSH correlation measure introduced in Eq. (6),
where p 
, a famous entangled state 21 . To make the result explicit, the inputs a, b and a ⊕ b will determine measurements on the three sites of the state, see right panel in Fig. 3 . Two different measurement bases are used depending on the input bit. For input 0 the measurement basis is the x-basis {|+ , |− } while for input 1 the measurement basis is the y-basis
}. The output bits are 0 for a "+" outcome and 1 for a "−" outcome. In conclusion, we have found that a limited XOR computer can be boosted to compute incomputable functions, such as AND, when given access to quantum correlations. While the exponential speed up of quantum computers over classical computers remains a conjecture, the increase in computability due to quantum correlations is a provable fact clearly exposing the computational advantage of quantum correlations over classical ones.
C. Discussion of complexity and correlations
In both examples we consider the logical operations AND and XOR. Figure 4 summarises the commonalities. In Section IV B we saw that under certain constraints the implementation of the AND gate can only be done error free if one has access to quantum correlations.
The implementation of the XOR gate, on the other hand, is unaffected by access to quantum resources. The reason for this lies in the linear vs non-linear character of the XOR and AND operation, respectively, an intriguing subject unfortunately outside of the scope of this article. The example in Section IV A gave a complimentary perspective on the power of correlations. Here, it was the simulation of correlations which could be done with fewer computational resources when quantum physics was used. Here, too, this advantage was only present for a process involving the AND logical operation and not for the XOR operation. This is for the same reasons as above, the non-linearity of the AND operation leads to this gain in efficiency.
V. DISCUSSION
We have seen that quantum physics offers a wide range of new phenomena, including unbreakably secure cryptography, exponentially fast computations, the superfluid phase, and even fast exciton transport in photosynthesis. In the field of complex systems such qualitatively new properties that emerge out of the constituent parts and their interactions are considered a feature of complexity. The striking effect of quantum resources in all of the above examples is that they assist in increasing the complexity. A high amount of correlations between constituent parts is also a feature of a complex system, and often used to quantify its complexity. In the field of quantum information entanglement, a well-defined and particularly striking type of (quantum) correlations, has turned out to be of central importance for exactly that reason. It effectively measures the complexity of quantum systems and processes. However, entanglement is not the only indicator of complexity, weaker quantum correlations exist, such as discord, quantum relative entropy and minimum entanglement potential [5] [6] [7] . They have in common that they are all purely quantum features and their presence can enhance quantum computations 4 .
In the light of the above we believe that complex systems science, despite the different physics, can learn from the central role quantum correlations play for such 'emergent' phenomena. Taking correlations as our starting point we have exemplified that two originally separate meanings of the term complexity can be united. On the one hand one speaks of complexity in a complex system which represents the amount of structure, among other things. On the other hand we speak of computational complexity as a measure of difficulty of solving a computational task. The examples illustrated that the use of the word complexity in both cases is not a coincidence but rather a signature of the commonalities between the two research areas. Both are concerned with the power of correlations.
